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Pre-cataloged items: circulation and processing 

Circulating non cataloged items: creating pre-cataloged items 

Pre-cataloging functionality in Evergreen allows for the circulation of an item that a patron 
found on the shelf that is not in the database. The creation of non-cataloged circulation records 
occurs at the time of circulation so that the patron can leave the library with the item they 
found. However, these Pre-cataloged (Pre-Cat) records are more like place holders and do not 
display in the OPAC and have limited display in the staff client. They should be routed to 
cataloging for resolution at Check In. Pre-cataloging should not be used for items a library never 
intends to catalog. Those non-cataloged items should be counted at check-out as a non-
cataloged type. 

At Check Out, when a barcode is not recognized by the system, a warning box is displayed: 

 

Best practice is to either review the barcode displayed in the alert box or cancel and reenter the 
barcode to make sure it scanned correctly. Creating a pre-cat item with an incorrectly scanned 
barcode will mean that the item cannot be checked in on return and will remain on the patron 
record. It also may mean that creating a Pre-Cat record is unnecessary. 

Once you are sure it scanned correctly and is not in the database, click on the Pre-Cataloged 
button. 
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A small dialog box will open to input title, author, and circulation modifier to allow for 
circulation. 

 

Enter the title and author of the book. It is not necessary to enter the ISBN. However, to assist 
in finding the book should it get returned to the shelf rather than routed to cataloging, best 
practice is to enter the call number in the ISBN field. 

 

Next choose an appropriate Circ Modifier from the dropdown box. Circ Modifiers set the 
circulation rules for the item. The rules will default to those for book if it is left unset. If you are 
unsure,check with cataloging staff at your library to determine the correct modifier to use. For 
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an explanation of circulation rules for each modifier, the PINES circulation matrix can be found 
at http://pines.georgialibraries.org/pines-circulation-matrix. A list of circ modifiers and their 
definitions can be found at http://pines.georgialibraries.org/circulation-modifiers. 

 

After choosing a Circ Modifier, click on Check Out.  

Since Pre-Cataloged items are essentially just place holders, they only appear on the patron 
record and in a Display Item (F5) search. You will not be able to locate them through a basic or 
advanced search. 

 

You may want to use the column picker to add the ISBN value to the display if you enter call 
number in the ISBN field for pre-cat. 

All pre-cat items have the TCN -1. 

  

http://pines.georgialibraries.org/pines-circulation-matrix
http://pines.georgialibraries.org/circulation-modifiers
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Checking in Pre-Cataloged items 

On Check In, a dialog box will display to route to Cataloging: 

 

The item will display on the Check In screen with a warning message at the top: 

 

NOTE: the Pre-Cat record is not automatically deleted from the database at Check In and must 
be either manually deleted or transferred to a matching MARC record. While not automatically 
deleted, it is no longer accessible, even for checkout. If the item is sent to the shelf without 
cataloging, another pre-cat record will need to be entered the next time it is brought to the 
desk. 

Please follow local procedures on routing the item to cataloging staff. 

Processing Pre-Cat records. 

In addition to processing items sent to cataloging, it is best practice to run reports on a regular 
basis to find pre-cat items sent directly to the shelf. This will find those pre-cat records where 
the barcode was scanned incorrectly at creation allowing you to remove them from the patron 
record and resolve any fees or fines charged to the patron. 

Deleting Pre-Cat records. 

If the Pre-Cat item is not going to be transferred to a complete MARC record, it should be 
deleted from the system. These records can only be retrieved in Item Status (F5). Use the 
Actions for Catalogers menu to delete the item. Remember, if you delete the Pre-Cat item, you 
will not be able to retain any circulation statistics if you re-add the barcode to a MARC record. 
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Transferring Pre-Cat records to a bibliographic record 

If you wish to retain the item and the statistics from the Pre-Cat circulation, it should be 
transferred to a matching, good MARC record. To transfer the item: 

1. Display the Pre-Cat item in Item Status (F5). 
2. Open a new tab and search for a matching record in the PINES database or import a 

matching record from OCLC. 

a. If there is no existing call number/volume for your library, create one using zero 
copies. 

 

 

b. Select the correct volume (either the new one added or an existing one) and 
choose Mark Volume as Item Transfer Destination from the Actions for 
Selected Rows menu. 

3. Go back to the Item Status tab; from the Actions for Catalogers menu select Transfer 
Item to Previously Marked Volume. 

4. Return to the bibliographic record and Refresh. 
5. Select the item you transferred and follow directions and library policy to set the 

appropriate attributes for the item. 


